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Chapter 21

JOINT LEARNING USING MULTIPLE
TYPES OF DATA AND KNOWLEDGE
Zan Huang, Hua Su, and Hsinchun Chen
Artificial Intelligence Lab, Department of Management Information Systems, Eller College of
Management, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721

Chapter Overview
This chapter discusses joint learning research in biomedical domains. A brief
review of the field of joint learning research is given, with emphases on the
large-scale data and knowledge resources used for learning and the central
biological questions involved. Two representative joint learning case studies
are presented with algorithmic details. The two case studies involved two
representative joint learning tasks, protein function classification and
regulatory network learning, and two important algorithmic frameworks for
joint learning, the kernel-based framework and probabilistic graphical
models. A wide range of biological data and existing knowledge was also
involved in these two studies.
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INTRODUCTION

The past decade has witnessed an explosive growth of biomedical
research attributed to technological advances and the completion of genome
projects for a variety of species. Genomic and proteomic technologies such
as DNA microarray, genome-wide two-hybrid screening, and highthroughput mass spectrometry have generated an enormous amount of data.
These data contain information that may provide a global picture of cellular
composition, structure, functionality, and responses to environmental
changes. Thus, data-driven discovery of functional features of genes and
proteins and the complex network of cellular processes becomes a critical
task for functional genomics research. On the other hand, advances in
information technologies and their applications in biomedical research also
resulted in a boom of biomedical ontologies that store meta-level and
background biomedical knowledge as well as repositories of digitized
literature text and human-curated biomedical findings. We use the word
“knowledge" to refer to these resources in this chapter where there is no
ambiguous interpretation based on the context. The common feature of these
resources is that they are based on the biomedical literature and the common
understanding of the biomedical domain, while biomedical data are obtained
directly from large-scale experiments or measurements. Traditional data
analysis methods are typically not sufficient for learning sophisticated data
patterns from complex, large-scale biological data and knowledge with a
variety of representations and granularity levels. The general lack of
appropriate data analysis tools for exploiting these rich biological data
resources has resulted in a boom in application and development of data
mining and machine learning technologies in biomedical research in recent
years.
Biomedical data mining and machine learning research is largely driven
by the biological data and knowledge that is available. Researchers develop
new or adapt existing machine learning algorithms to exploit special
characteristics of the biological data to answer particular biological
questions. Many special characteristics of biological data are associated with
the inherent complexity of biological systems. A biological process such as
gene regulation involves a complex network of genes, RNAs, proteins, and
small molecules. Such a regulation process involves multiple layers of
molecular interactions. A single type of experimental data typically reveals
only a certain aspect of the underlying biological phenomena. Microarray
data, for instance, delineates the global gene expression patterns in a cell and
has been largely used to infer genetic regulatory networks (De Jong, 2002;
Friedman et al., 2000). However, since microarray data only provides
measurements at the transcriptional level and cannot reflect other aspects of
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gene regulation (Jansen et al., 2002), microarray-based network learning
models may infer incorrect gene regulatory relations. In addition to this
inherent data deficiency, high-throughput datasets also often contain errors
and noise arising from imperfections of the experimental technology which
further impedes learning effectiveness.
To overcome the limitations of learning from a single type of biological
data, many recent studies have been focusing on learning methods from
multiple types of data. Results learned from a combination of different types
of data are likely to lead to a more coherent model by consolidating
information on various aspects of the biological process. Moreover, the
effects of data noise in learning results will be dramatically reduced,
assuming that technological errors across different datasets are largely
independent and the probability that an error is supported by more than one
type of data is small (Friedman, 2004).
A natural approach to exploit multiple types of data that are related to a
common biological question is to combine the results learned from different
types of data. We may combine the results in different ways such as
accepting the learning results only when learned from all data types. More
interestingly, and supposedly with promises of delivering better learning
results, multiple types of data can be analyzed simultaneously under a
unified framework. In the bioinformatics community such a general learning
problem is called a joint learning problem, defined as the process of
combining different types of data and learning knowledge from them in a
single framework or algorithm (Hartemink and Segal, 2004).
This chapter familiarizes readers with the field of joint learning by
providing a comprehensive review of the literature and two case studies. In
Section 2 we review existing joint learning research using multiple types of
biological data and knowledge, with a focus on the data and knowledge
employed in these studies and the target biological questions. In Sections 3
and 4 we present two case studies on joint learning from multiple types of
data and knowledge, with discussions on algorithmic details. The first case
study describes a kernel-based computation framework to achieve optimal
combination of various types of data ranging from protein-protein
interactions to protein sequences to gene expression data for the problem of
predicting protein functional classifications. The second study deals with
learning regulatory networks from experimental data and existing biological
knowledge, particularly the gene expression data and known genetic
interactions. Both studies showcase the promises and challenges of joint
learning research for the biomedical domain. We conclude the chapter in
Section 5 by summarizing key insights, challenges, and future directions.
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OVERVIEW OF THE FIELD

Joint learning has attracted much attention in the bioinformatics
community because biologists need to learn knowledge from different types
of data. Research in this area has been largely driven by data and knowledge
that are made available by a wide range of recently developed technologies.
Accordingly, our review first summarizes the data and knowledge resources
available for joint learning and the biological questions that joint learning
approaches try to address. We then review the major modeling techniques
and their findings for joint learning from multiple types of data and from
data and knowledge, respectively.

2.1

Large-scale Biological Data and Knowledge
Resources

The data resources used in previous joint learning research can be
classified into experimental data and biological knowledge. Here we refer to
data as original experimental measurements or results, such as DNA and
protein sequences, gene expression profiles, and protein-protein interaction
measured by yeast two-hybrid screening, among others. In contrast,
knowledge refers to human-curated research findings recorded in wellstructured databases or documented in biomedical literature.
Biological data used by previous joint learning research include, but are
not limited to, the following major categories:
(1) Nucleotide and protein sequences: Sequences of genes and proteins
are typically represented by a string of characters written in a certain
alphabet. Other sequence-related information includes length of genes or
operons, the intergene distances, organization of introns and exons, and
functional motif of proteins, etc. GenBank (Benson et al., 2004), as a part of
the international nucleotide sequence database collaboration, is a
comprehensive sequence database that contains publicly available DNA
sequences for different organisms. It also provides information on
taxonomy, genome, mapping, protein structure and domain, as well as the
biomedical literature associated with a particular sequence. Swiss-Prot,
TrEMBL (Boeckmann et al., 2003), and PIR (Wu et al., 2004) are the three
major protein sequence databases, independently operating until the end of
2003. Recently they have been merged to form UniProt (Apweiler et al.,
2004), a universal protein sequence and annotation database.
(2) Protein structural information: The 3-D protein structure is important
because it determines the function of a protein. The 3-D structure of a
protein can be defined by the coordinates of its crystal structure, which may
suggest the location of catalytic sites of an enzyme or interaction sites by
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which a protein interacts with other molecules. The Protein Data Bank
(PDB) is the primary source of information on the 3D structure of proteins
and other macromolecules (Bourne et al., 2004).
(3) Gene and protein expression profiles: Large-scale expression
profiling of genes and proteins benefits from the development of DNA
microarray and proteomic technologies. Microarray technology makes use of
the sequence resources created by the genome projects, allowing exploration
of expression patterns of thousands of genes at one time. The typical output
of a microarray experiment is a matrix of gene expression measurements
with rows designating genes and columns designating samples, conditions or
patients, etc. There are dozens of publicly accessible repositories of
microarray data, including the Stanford Microarray Database (Gollub et al.,
2003) and ArrayExpress at EBI (European Bioinformatics Institute) (Brazma
et al., 2003). Protein expression data has also been generated due to
technological advances in biochemistry such as high resolution 2-D
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE), mass spectrometry, and more
recently, protein array technology. OPD (Open Proteomic Database)
provides mass spectrometry-based data.
(4) Protein-DNA binding data: The interaction between protein and DNA
molecules plays an essential role in gene regulation, hence is an important
source of information on genetic regulatory networks. Protein-DNA binding
data can be represented as binary relationships between a protein and a DNA
molecule. BIND (Bader et al., 2003) and aMAZE (Lemer et al., 2004),
among others, provide this type of information.
(5) Protein-protein interaction data: Protein-protein interactions provide
information on cellular communication, signal transduction, and gene
regulation. These interactions can also be represented by binary relationships
between two proteins. The Database of Interacting Proteins (DIP) (Salwinski
et al., 2004) is a database that documents experimentally determined proteinprotein interactions. The MINT database (Zanzoni et al., 2002) stores
experimentally verified protein interactions for mammalian proteomes.
BIND also contains protein-protein interaction data.
Human-curated research findings are also a useful resource for joint
learning. These knowledge sources may include human-encoded databases,
ontologies, and biomedical literature text. Human-encoded databases and
ontologies, sometimes called knowledge bases, have been created with
pathway relations manually extracted from the literature to support keyword
search, pathway visualization, and other data analysis and concept
exploration tasks. These include databases for regulatory pathways, e.g.,
KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2002) and TRANSPATH (Krull et al., 2003), and
databases for metabolic pathways, e.g. KEGG (Kanehisa et al., 2002 and
BioCyc {Karp, 2002 #61}). There are several large repositories of literature
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focused specifically on biomedicine. Hosted by the U.S. National Library of
Medicine (NLM), PubMed is one of the most comprehensive repositories of
biomedical literature, containing about 14 million references on life sciences
or biomedicine. PubMed has been used in many previous studies that
analyze textual documents to support efficient searching and browsing and
to discover new knowledge.
The URLs of all the resources mentioned here are listed in the Online
Resources section of this chapter. For a more complete list and updates we
refer readers to the journal of Nucleic Acids Research, which dedicates the
first issue of each year to biological databases.
The reviewed biological data and knowledge contain rich information
about cellular composition and organization. Most joint learning research
focuses on tasks that help elucidate cellular processes using data from
multiple information resources. One example is identification of motifs, a
short sequence of amino acids or nucleotides that form the contact interfaces
between two interacting protein or DNA molecules, using gene expression,
transcription binding site, or protein interaction data, etc. (Li et al., 2004;
Prakash et al., 2004; Takusagawa and Gifford, 2004). Another important
task is classification of proteins and prediction of their function using protein
sequence, protein interaction, and gene expression data (De Hoon et al.,
2004; Eskin and Agichtein, 2004; Lanckriet et al., 2004). Gene regulatory
networks analysis is also a popular area where joint learning approaches
have been used, in which experimental data and existing biological
knowledge are both involved (Chrisman et al., 2003; Hartemink et al., 2002;
Imoto et al., 2003; Nariai et al., 2004; Segal et al., 2002; Segal et al., 2003;
Tamada et al., 2003; Yoo et al., 2002). In the next two sub-sections, we
review the previous studies on learning from multiple types of data and
knowledge.

2.2

Joint Learning Using Multiple Types of Data

In this section we review previous joint learning studies using multiple
types of biological data in three major learning tasks: learning regulatory
networks, functional classification of genes and proteins, and motif
identification. Most previous research in joint learning has been focused on
these three learning tasks. As the field of joint learning is a fast-growing
field that is still in its early stages of development, we can expect to see
more studies targeting a broad range of biological questions in the next
several years.
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2.2.1

Learning Regulatory Networks

In recent years there has been great interest in the analysis of gene
expression reflected in microarray data, especially in learning gene
regulatory networks (De Jong, 2002; Friedman, 2004; Friedman et al., 2000;
Pe'er et al., 2001; Yoo et al., 2002). However, regulatory networks learned
from gene expression data alone have several limitations. Practically, the
repeatability of microarray measurements is often impeded by the instability
of mRNA molecules and the fact that expression changes occur within
minutes following certain triggers (Emmert-Buck et al., 2000; Model et al.,
2001). Biologically, microarray mainly reflects gene regulation at the
transcriptional level, while other types of regulation such as protein
interaction do not necessarily correlate with it (Jansen et al., 2002). RNA
samples used in microarray are pooled from a large number of cells and
variation among cells is usually ignored (Chu et al., 2003). Last but not least,
since microarray data have the problem of high dimensionality of input
space (genes) compared to the small number of available samples, the
statistical power of the learned network is thus often questionable
(Husmeier, 2003; Somorjai et al., 2003).
Joint learning research in this area is largely motivated by the
aforementioned deficiencies of the gene expression data. Several recent
studies have shown the benefit of utilizing multiple types of data for
inference of more accurate regulatory networks. Hartemink et al. (Hartemink
et al., 2002) used genomic location and expression data to infer genetic
regulatory networks in yeast. The genomic location of the binding site of a
particular transcription factor was used as prior knowledge for network
inference from microarray data using a Bayesian framework. They found
that the location data was complementary to expression data and hence
improved network learning. Both Segal (Segal et al., 2002) and Nariai
(Nariai et al., 2004) used protein interaction and gene expression data jointly
to learn genetic networks in yeast. In Segal et al.’s study, the two types of
data were integrated in a unified probabilistic model where genes were
partitioned into clusters based on their co-expression pattern and existence of
interaction between their protein products. They found that the jointly
learned model matched much better with known functional gene groups and
protein complexes. Nariai et al. used a Bayesian framework to integrate the
two types of data by incorporating protein-protein interaction into network
learning. If two proteins interact or form a complex, the genes encoding
these proteins were combined as one node in the network. They claimed that
by including protein complexes, the gene network was more accurately
estimated from microarray data. Transcription factor binding motif has also
been used in combination with the expression data. Tamada et al. (Tamada et
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al., 2003) reported more accurate learning results using transcription factor
binding motifs found in the promoters of genes to refine networks learned
from expression data.
2.2.2

Functional Classification of Genes and Proteins

Annotating or predicting the functional class of genes and proteins is
another crucial task of functional genomics. Prediction of protein function is
traditionally conducted based on sequence homology between the unknown
protein and proteins with known functions. Since the function of proteins is
also reflected by other factors including cellular localization, expression
levels under certain conditions, and interaction with other proteins, joint
learning from all these types of data should provide a more complete and
detailed picture of their function or functional classes.
Lanckriet et al. (Lanckriet et al., 2004) proposed a kernel-based
framework to combine multiple types of data and successfully predicted the
functional classes of yeast protein using an extended support vector machine
(SVM) algorithm. They used five types of data including the domain
structure of each protein, protein-protein interactions, genetic interactions,
co-participation of a protein complex, and cell-cycle gene expression
measurements. Tsuda and Noble (Tsuda and Noble, 2004) went one step
further, refining the kernel representations of heterogeneous data types to
improve the classification performance. Their study was used to represent
protein-protein interaction and metabolic network data and demonstrated
improved classification accuracy over previously used kernels. The kernelbased approach has attracted much research interest recently. Many studies
have focused on developing more appropriate kernels that can represent the
most relevant information of particular biological data types. Kernel-based
joint learning approaches are discussed in detail in the case studies in
Section 3.
Joint learning techniques have also been applied to classification of other
features of genomes. For example, De Hoon et al. (De Hoon et al., 2004)
used operon length, intergene distance, and gene expression information to
predict the operon structure of the bacterium Bacillus subtilis genome.
Expressing the operon prediction by each type of data as a Bayesian
probability, they combined them into a Bayesian classifier, which achieved
higher accuracy than those classifiers based on a single type of data.
2.2.3

Motif Discovery

Motifs are short segments of nucleotide or amino acid sequence on a
DNA or protein molecule that have a particular function in molecular
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interaction or catalysis. Identifying motifs in DNA and proteins helps
elucidate the function of macromolecules. Motifs can be inferred from
sequence data, molecular interactions, and expression data. The rationale for
the association between motif discovery and expression data is that if two
genes are co-regulated as detected by expression measurements, they are
more likely to share the same TF binding motif. Joint learning from these
types of data has shown promising results. Takusagawa & Gifford
(Takusagawa and Gifford, 2004) conducted TF binding motif discovery in
yeast with a unified probabilistic model. Information of TF binding from
chromatin immunoprecipitation microarray experiments, together with yeast
genome sequence and a statistical measure of the intergenic length, were
used. They chose to learn from negative intergenic sequence, i.e. sequences
that are not bound to TFs, to avoid the false positive noise, which increased
the accuracy of motif prediction.
To identify motifs of protein-protein interaction, Li et al. (Li et al., 2004)
used a sequential approach to learn binding motif pairs from the 3-D
structure of protein complexes and sequences of interacting proteins. A
binding motif pair was defined as a pair of motifs each derived from one side
of the binding protein sequences. They first extracted maximal contact
sequence segment pairs from the complex structural data, and then grouped
the sequence data of interacting proteins using the segment pairs as
templates. An iterative refinement process was also taken to enable the
derivation of significant binding motif pairs.

2.3

Joint Learning Using Data and Knowledge

Besides joint learning from different types of data, another type of joint
learning study is the inclusion of knowledge into the learning process.
Knowledge from either documented literature or human experts provides
guidance for knowledge discovery in very high dimensional data and has the
potential to significantly speed up the mining process and deliver more
accurate learning results. Only a few previous studies fall into this category.
These studies mainly exploited domain knowledge to perform joint learning
with different types of biological data. Recently, learning jointly from
biomedical literature text and genomic data also started to draw significant
attention. In this section we review the limited literature on joint learning
with domain knowledge and text mining results. In the next section we
present a detailed case study on joint learning from domain knowledge, text
mining results, and experimental data.
In learning regulatory networks, Chrisman et al. (Chrisman et al., 2003)
incorporated biological knowledge and expression data using a Bayesian
framework. Background knowledge, i.e., known regulatory relations
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between genes, was encoded as pre-specified regulatory relations in the
regulatory network model. The remaining part of the network is inferred
with experimental data given such partially fixed network structure.
Including knowledge dramatically increased the statistical power of the
learned network models, especially with a small sample size, which is
typical for expression data. In a similar study, Imoto et al. (Imoto et al.,
2003) incorporated protein-protein interaction, protein-DNA interactions,
transcriptional factor binding site information, and knowledge from existing
literature into a Bayesian framework to learn a regulatory network from
microarray data. Their approach involves combining two regulatory network
models, one based on the microarray expression data, and the other based on
prior knowledge. They tuned the combination of the two models to find the
optimal balance between knowledge and microarray data. Monte Carlo
simulation and experimental data both showed the effectiveness of this
approach.
One example study that incorporates text mining results and experimental
data was Iossifov et al.’s study of protein interaction network inference
(Iossifov et al., 2004). They used a unified probabilistic model to integrate
the interactions observed from a yeast two-hybrid experiment and
interactions documented in literature, which were automatically extracted by
an information extraction system. Inference of the protein-protein interaction
networks was performed with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique.
However, this study was largely based on simulated data. Validity of this
approach with real data is still to be tested.
Our review emphasizes the data sources and learning tasks addressed in
previous work but only briefly describes specific learning techniques. We
recommend readers look up the specific studies mentioned in our review for
algorithmic details. With the two case studies we present in the next section,
we cover two important algorithmic frameworks that have been the
foundation for a large portion of the previous joint learning studies: the
kernel-based framework and the probabilistic graphic models. In addition,
we list several important studies in the suggested readings section.
In the next two sections we present two carefully selected joint learning
cases that represent the major research areas and analytical techniques in the
field. The two studies represent two major learning tasks (predicting
functional classification of proteins and learning gene regulatory networks),
two major types of joint learning study (learning from multiple types of data
and learning from data and knowledge), and two important algorithmic
frameworks for joint learning (the kernel-based framework and probabilistic
graphical models).
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3.

KERNEL-BASED DATA FUSION OF MULTIPLE
TYPES OF DATA

We discuss a principled framework based on kernel-based approaches for
combining multiple types of biological data for classification problems
proposed by Lanckriet et al. (Lanckriet et al., 2004). This study exemplifies
how to achieve synergies among multiple types of biological data for an
important learning problem, protein function prediction. Their proposed
framework is also important in that it provides a mechanism for optimal
combination of data with heterogeneous representations under a generic
computational framework.

3.1

Protein Function Prediction

The function of an unannotated protein can be predicted based on
multiple sources of information given the set of proteins with known
functions. For example, it may be predicted based on an observed similarity
between the sequences of the unannotated protein and proteins of known
functions. The unknown protein may have functional relationships with
other proteins similar to those of an annotated protein. The functional
relationship between two proteins can also be inferred if they occur in fused
form in some other organism, if they co-occur in multiple species, if their
corresponding mRNAs share similar expression patterns, or if the proteins
interact with one another.
It was pointed out by Lanckriet et al. (Lanckriet et al., 2004) that the
comparison and fusion of these different data should produce a more
detailed and useful representation for protein interactions. Machine learning
algorithms working on such a combined data representation have the
potential to provide better protein function prediction results.

3.2

Kernel-based Protein Function Prediction

The computational framework we discuss here relies on the use of
kernel-based statistical learning methods that have proven very useful in
bioinformatics. Under such methods data are represented by means of a
kernel function, which defines similarities between pairs of genes, proteins,
etc. Defined specifically for different types of data, the kernel functions
implicitly capture various aspects of the underlying biological machinery. At
the same time, these kernel functions provide the mapping between
heterogeneous biological data and a common similarity representation. This
common similarity representation then provides the foundation for
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principled approaches for optimal combination of data with originally
different representations.
• Kernel Methods
Under a kernel-based method, data items are embedded into a
vector/feature space (typically different from the natural data presentation)
and are analyzed in this space to identify data patterns. Typically nonlinear
projections are performed such that nonlinear data patterns under the original
data representations will appear as linear patterns in the projected feature
space. Figure 1 shows an example of such a projection f with which the
originally nonlinear separation between the two types of data items becomes
a linear one in the projected space.

Figure 21-1. An example of data projection

Under the kernel-based approach, the projection f(x) is specified
implicitly using a kernel function K(xi, xj) = <f(xi), f(xj)>. The benefit of
such an implicit specification of projection is that to identify data patterns
that only involve inner products of the data items, such as the task of
similarity-based clustering, one does not need to have the explicit
representation of the mapping f. It suffices to be able to evaluate the kernel
function, which is often much easier than computing the coordinates of the
points explicitly. Thus, quite flexible kernel functions can be applied to
search for the nonlinear patterns among data items without even knowing the
nature of the projected feature space. For a finite set of data items we do not
even require the exact specification of the kernel function itself. All we need
is a square kernel matrix K = (kij), each entry kij = <f(xi), f(xj)> is the inner
products of the projected data points. This kernel matrix can be interpreted
as one that describes a particular notion of similarity between data items. We
will see examples of these kernel matrices later in this section.
Support vector machine (SVM) (Vapnik, 1995) is an important
application of kernel-based methods to binary classification problems. In this
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study we employ this algorithm to perform protein function prediction under
the kernel method framework. The 1-norm soft margin support vector
machine is used in this study, which forms a linear discriminant boundary in
the feature space, g(x) = wTf(x) + b. Given a labeled sample Sn = {(x1,
y1),...,(xn, yn)}, w and b are optimized to maximize the distance between the
positive and negative class, allowing misclassifications:

min w ,b ,ξ < w , w > +C

n

∑ξ

i

i =1

(1)

yi (< w , f (x i ) > +b) ≥ 1 − ξ i , ξ i ≥ 0, i = 1,..., l
where C is a regularization parameter, trading off error against distance. This
formulation leads to the dual problem described below, for which an
efficient algorithm is available (Platt, 1998).

max W (α ) =

l

∑α i −
i =1

l

∑yα

s.t.

i

i

1 l
y i y j α iα j K ( x i , x j )
2 i , j =1

∑

(2)

= 0,0 ≤ α i ≤ C , i = 1,..., l

i =1

3.2.1

Kernel-based Joint Learning

Given multiple related data sets (e.g., gene expression, protein sequence,
and protein-protein interaction data) one can specify a particular meaningful
notion of similarity between proteins for each data set to form the
corresponding kernel matrix. For example, for the gene expression data, one
can use the vector similarity function to compute the similarity between each
pair of genes (proteins) based on their expression profiles (expression level
measurements across all experimental samples). For protein-protein
interaction data we can form a protein-protein interaction network
representing proteins as vertices and interactions among proteins as edges.
We can then use, for example, the shortest path length between two proteins
(the number of edges on the shortest path connecting the two proteins) as the
kernel matrix entries. Using this approach heterogeneous data are cast into
the common format of kernel matrices. With appropriate notions of
similarities founded on domain knowledge, these kernel matrices could
contain a significant portion of the relevant data patterns.
The common representation of kernel matrices of different data types
enables us to develop principled approaches to search for the optimal
combination of these data for learning tasks. An intuitive approach is linear
combination. Given a set of kernels or kernel matrices K = {K1, …, Km}
derived from multiple types of data, one can form a linear combination:
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m

K = ∑ μi K i

(3)

i =1

where µi’s are the combination coefficients. This combined kernel can be
used to replace the single kernel in (2). Now the optimization problem is
extended to not only find the optimal linear discriminant boundaries (αi’s in
(2)) but also to find the optimal combination of multiple datasets (µi’s in
(3)). It is shown in (Lanckriet et al., 2002) that the problem of finding
optimal αi’s and µi’s reduces to a convex optimization problem known as a
semidefinite program (SDP). Details on efficient algorithms for solving this
optimization problem can be found in (Lanckriet et al., 2002; Vandenberghe
and Boyd, 1996), while general search algorithms for optimization problems
such as the genetic algorithms can also be employed.
3.2.2

Experimental Study

In Lanckriet et al.’s study, various types of data were combined for
predicting functional classification associated with yeast proteins. They used
the functional catalogue provided by the MIPS Comprehensive Yeast
Genome Database (CYGD, http://mips.gsf.de). Using the top-level
categories in the functional hierarchy a set of 3,588 proteins of 13 classes
was identified. The prediction problem was then cast as 13 binary
classification tasks, one for each functional class. Six types of data were
used to produce input kernel matrices as shown in Table 1.
Table 21-1. Six types of protein data used in Lanckriet et al.’s study
#
Data
Similarity kernel definition K(xi, xj)
1

2

3
4

Domain
structure
of
each
protein
summarized using the mapping provided by
SwissPort v7.5 (http://us.expasy.org/sprot)
from protein sequences to Pfam domains
(http://pfam.wustl.edu). Each protein is
characterized by a 4950-bit vector, in which
each bit represents the presence or absence of
one Pfam domain.
Protein-protein interactions from CYGD

Genetic interactions from CYGD
Co-participation in a protein complex as
determined by tandem affinity purification
(TAP) from CYDG

Inner products applied on the 4950bit protein vectors.

Random walk measure on a network
of proteins linked by interactions
(Kondor and Lafferty., 2002)
Same as above
Same as above

continued
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#

Data

Similarity kernel definition K(xi, xj)

5

77 cell cycle gene expression measurements
per gene (Spellman et al., 10998)

6

Protein sequences

Gaussian kernel defined on the
expression profiles:
exp(-||xi – xj||2/2σ
Inner products derived from the
Smith-Waterman pairwise sequence
comparison algorithm (Smith and
Waterman, 1981)

The reported results in Lanckriet et al.’s study showed that the combined
kernel achieved the best performance in protein function classification. The
data types that were assigned the largest combination weights in the optimal
combined kernel include: protein sequence similarity, Pfam domain
structure, and protein-protein interaction.

4.

LEARNING REGULATORY NETWORKS USING
MICROARRAY AND EXISTING KNOWLEDGE

In this section we focus on discussing joint learning from experimental
data and existing knowledge. We present a case study on learning regulatory
networks. This important learning problem has attracted substantial interest
in bioinformatics research. We first provide some background knowledge on
learning regulatory networks from microarray data and review the relevant
literature in Section 3.2.1. We discuss in detail a computational framework
for learning regulatory networks jointly from microarray data and known
regulatory interactions in Section 3.2.2.

4.1

Learning Regulatory Networks Using Microarray

Recent advances in microarray technologies have made possible largescale gene expression analyses based on simultaneous measurements of
thousands of genes. Such high-throughput experimental data have initiated
much recent research on large-scale gene expression data analysis. Various
data mining techniques (e.g., clustering and classification) have been
employed to uncover the biological functions of genes from microarray data.
Recently, these techniques have included a reverse engineering approach to
extracting gene regulatory networks from microarray data.
The general objective of gene regulatory network analysis is to extract
pronounced gene regulatory features (e.g., activation and inhibition) and to
reveal the structure of the transcriptional gene regulation processes by
examining gene expression patterns. A simple thought experiment illustrates
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the essence of the approach (Friedman, 2004). If the expression level of gene
A is regulated by proteins B and C, then A’s expression level is a function of
the joint activity levels of B and C. In most current biological datasets,
however, protein activity levels are not available. Thus we resort to using
expression levels of genes as a proxy for the activity levels of the proteins
they encode. This is a problematic assumption, as the expression level of a
gene does not always correlate with the activity level of the protein it
encodes. Because of this fundamental data problem, the objective of
regulatory network reconstruction is not to find the exact complete
regulatory network corresponding to the underlying regulatory processes.
We are rather looking for approximate networks and potential regulatory
relations or features as hypotheses for further experiments which could lead
to new discoveries.
Treating the expression levels of genes as functions of expression levels
of other genes, we can rely on the variations of gene expression levels across
different samples to apply reverse engineering techniques for constructing
the network of regulatory relations among those genes. Taking as input a
matrix of gene expression measurements, with genes and samples as the two
dimensions, previous studies have proposed various network learning
approaches: pair-wise comparison, differential equation estimation, and
Bayesian network learning, among others.
Bayesian network learning has been the most commonly used approach
for learning regulatory networks in recent years. In a Bayesian network
framework, the expression level of each gene is modeled as a random
variable whose value depends stochastically on other random variables that
correspond to expression levels of other genes. It fits the regulatory network
learning problem particularly well because of the stochastic nature of the
gene expression dependencies resulted from the variability in underlying
biology and measurement noise. We provide a brief description of the
Bayesian network learning framework, as it is the basic learning framework
adopted in the case study to be presented in this section.
Many studies have shown that regulatory networks learned from
microarray data have the potential to help researchers propose and evaluate
new hypotheses (De Jong, 2002; Friedman et al., 2000; Pe'er et al., 2001;
Yoo et al., 2002). However, regulatory networks learned from gene
expression data alone have inherent deficiencies. Biologically, the learned
gene networks only provide a partial picture of the complex signaling and
regulation processes. Many other important factors, including proteins and
small molecules, are hidden from observation in microarray data.
Technically, the small number of samples available in microarray data
makes it difficult to infer statistically robust network structures. Many
researchers have proposed the incorporation of other types of experimental
data and existing biological knowledge to improve the statistical power of
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regulatory network learning. Many previous studies included in our review
in Section 2 have shown that combining microarray data with a wide range
of genomic and proteomic data, such as genomic location data (Gerber et al.,
2003; Hartemink et al., 2002; Segal et al., 2002), DNA sequence data (Imoto
et al., 2004; Segal et al., 2002; Tamada et al., 2003), known genetic
interactions (Chrisman et al., 2003; Imoto et al., 2003), and protein-protein
interactions (Imoto et al., 2004; Nariai et al., 2004; Segal et al., 2003),
resulted in more accurate network models.

Bayesian networks are a type of graphical models that represent probabilistic
relationships among variables of interest. For a finite set X = {X1, … , Xn} of
random variables, a Bayesian network B = <G, Θ> contains a qualitative
component G, which is an acyclic graph that encodes the Markov assumption
that each variable (represented as a vertice in the graph) is independent of its
non-descendants, given its parents and a quantitative component Θ that
represents the set of parameters characterizing the conditional probability
distribution. When using Bayesian networks to represent gene networks, a gene
is regarded as a random variable Xi, and a relationship between a gene and its
parents is represented by the conditional probability.
The problem of learning a Bayesian network (gene network) can be stated as
follows. Given a microarray dataset D = {x1, …, xN} of N independent instances
of X, find a network B = <G, Θ> that best matches D. The common approach to
this problem is to introduce a statistically motivated scoring function that
evaluates each network with respect to the training data and to search for the
optimal network according to this score. A commonly used scoring function is
the Bayesian scoring metric:
(1)
Score(G : D) = log P(G | D) = log P( D | G) + log P(G) + C
where C is a constant independent of G and P(D|G) is the marginal likelihood
which averages the probability of the data over all possible parameter
assignments to G:
P( D | G) = ∫ P( D | G, Θ) P(Θ | G)dΘ
(2)
The Bayesian scoring metric has been commonly used in the gene network
learning literature (Friedman, et al., 2000; Hartemink, et al., 2002). The
particular choice of priors P(G) and P(G | Θ) for each G determines the exact
Bayesian metric score. We followed the standard Bayesian network learning
procedure using BDe priors (Friedman, et al., 2000; Heckerman, et al., 1995) and
greedy hill-climbing search (Friedman, et al., 2000; Nariai, et al., 2004).

Figure 21-2. Bayesian networks for learning regulatory networks
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Joint Learning Using Known Genetic Interactions

Among the various types of information that have been used by
researchers to enhance regulatory network learning, known genetic
interactions, either prepared by domain experts or collected from biological
knowledge bases, probably provide the most reliable information for
learning. In this section we present one of our previous studies as an
example of computational approaches for learning regulatory networks using
known genetic interactions and microarray data.
4.2.1

Microarray Data and Genetic Interactions

Before getting into the details of the computational approach, we first
describe the data and knowledge involved in our study.
Microarray data: We used a Homo sapiens dataset provided by the
Arizona Cancer Center. It contains expression measurements of 33 samples
(11 cell lines, 2 with wild-type p53 and 9 with mutated p53, under 3
treatments with respect to introduction of exogenous p53) on a platform of
5,306 human genes. Based on discussions with the domain scientists who
conducted the experiments, we selected a threshold value of 1 in logarithmic
(base 2) scale and used the 200 genes with greatest variations for the
network analysis. We refer to these 200 genes as informative genes as the
specific microarray data only provides information involving regulatory
relations among these genes.
Known genetic interactions: Known regulatory relations from two
knowledge sources are used: gene and protein interactions found in the
CSNDB database (Takai-Igarashi and Kaminuma, 1999) and regulatory
relations automatically extracted from biomedical abstracts using a
biological relation parser (Leroy and Chen, 2002) (refer to previous Chapters
for details on biological relation parsing from literature). From CSNDB,
1,188 gene expression and cell signaling relations and 3,511 entities have
been included. From 23,234 MedLine p53-related abstracts, our biological
relation parser automatically extracted 1,903 relations with at least one side
matched to the 200 genes in the microarray data. We analyzed the activation
(1,398) or inhibition (387) relations in this study.
4.2.2

Joint Learning Approaches

The known genetic interactions were typically used to provide the ground
truth regarding a (typically small) portion of the gene network to be inferred.
Having part of the network guaranteed to be correct would ensure a network
model of generally improved accuracy (Chrisman et al., 2003; Imoto et al.,
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2003). However, this simple approach of joint learning is largely limited by
the small number of known genetic interactions among a particular set of
genes that show pronounced gene expression variations in a microarray
dataset (we refer to this problem as the limited overlap problem).
The following statistics further illustrate this limited overlap problem.
After gene name normalization we formed a set of known genetic
interactions (contains only activation and inhibition relations) from the
CSNDB database and automatically extracted from MedLine abstracts. This
set consisted of 1,586 relations involving 1,212 biological entities. Only 20
of the 200 informative genes appeared in this set (these 20 genes are referred
to as overlapping genes thereafter). In addition, there was only 1 known
interaction with both ends matching the 200 informative genes. This data
clearly demonstrates the limited overlap problem which limits the usefulness
of approaches that directly leverage existing knowledge.
Under the direct approach of utilizing the existing knowledge for
learning, the known interactions are treated as separate relations rather than a
connected regulatory network that is used by biologists to make assessments
and hypotheses. To be consistent with such human usages of known genetic
interactions, the computational approach needs to place individual known
interactions into a connected network as well. The computational approaches
we present below are based on this intuition to better leverage the set of
known genetic interactions for regulatory network learning.
We formed a regulatory network based on the set of known interactions
and refer to this network as the knowledge network. We focused on
analyzing the portion of the knowledge network that was reachable from the
20 overlapping genes. The resulting network consisted of 308 biological
entities and 576 relations. This network serves as the basis for the following
discussions.
A. Reasoning on the Knowledge Network: Qualitative Probabilistic
Networks
The knowledge network is qualitative in nature, as contrasted with
quantitative models such as kinetics and differential equations that provide
detailed exact biological knowledge. In the biological domain there is a large
amount of qualitative information emerging from functional genomic and
proteomic studies. To be able to exploit such knowledge, qualitative
reasoning (Forbus, 1984; Kuipers, 1986) has been applied to support
simulation of qualitative information.
Qualitative reasoning has been shown to be a powerful method in the
domains of medicine (Kuipers and Kassirer, 1987) and qualitative physics
(Weld and de Kleer, 1990). Several studies in the bioinformatics literature
have investigated qualitative reasoning and simulation of biological systems
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(Heidtke and Schulze-Kremer, 1998; Karp and Mavrovouniotis, 1994;
Kazic, 1993; McAdams and Shapiro, 1995; Meyers and Friedland, 1984). A
rich set of qualitative reasoning tools has been adopted, including qualitative
differential equations (Heidtke and Schulze-Kremer, 1998), frame-based
process representation and execution (Karp, 1993), and deductive
technologies (Prolog) (Kazic, 1993).
To be consistent with the probabilistic nature of gene regulatory
processes and to provide reasoning capabilities that infer transitive relations
and simulate gene expression levels, we employ a well-developed
formalism, qualitative probabilistic networks. Qualitative probabilistic
networks (QPNs) were designed by M. P. Wellman (Wellman, 1990) as
qualitative abstractions of probabilistic networks. They have the same
graphical structure as their quantitative counterparts, but instead of
quantifying the probabilistic relationships between variables using
conditional probabilities, they summarize the relationships in qualitative
signs. The variables represent the genes and proteins while links with
qualitative signs represent the inhibition/activation regulatory relations.
Given a set of biological entities Y = {Y1, …, YJ} in the knowledge
network, a QPN model contains an acyclic graph structure Gqual = (V(Gqual),
A(Gqual)). The nodes, V(Gqual), represent the biological entities. The arcs,
A(Gqual), represent the activation/inhibition relationships. A QPN uses a set
of signs assigned to the arcs, Sp(Yi, Yj), p ∈ {+, −, 0, ?}, to represent
qualitative influences between two nodes. A positive qualitative influence,
for example, of a node Yi on its (immediate) successor Yj, denoted S+(Yi, Yj),
expresses that observing higher values of Yi makes higher values of Yj more
likely, regardless of any other direct influence on Yj. A negative qualitative
influence, denoted by S−, and a zero qualitative influence, denoted by S0, is
analogously defined. If the influence of node Yi on node Yj is not monotonic
or if it is unknown, we say that it is ambiguous, denoted S?(Yi, Yj).
The set of influences represented in a QPN exhibits various convenient
and useful properties (Wellman, 1990). The transitivity and composition
properties are central to the QPN reasoning used in this study. The property
of transitivity asserts that qualitative influences along a chain that specifies
at most one incoming arc for each node combine into a single net influence
whose sign is given by the ⊗-operator from Table 2. The property of
composition asserts that multiple qualitative influences between two nodes
along parallel chains combine into a single net influence whose sign is given
by the ⊕-operator.
For probabilistic inference with a QPN, an elegant algorithm is available,
designed by Druzdzel and Henrion (Druzdzel and Henrion, 1993; Henrion
and Druzdzel, 1991). The basic idea of the algorithm is to trace the effect of
observing a node’s value upon the probabilities of the values of all other
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nodes in the network by message passing between neighboring nodes. In
essence, this sign-propagation algorithm computes the sign of influence
along the active trails between the observed node and all other nodes.
Table 21-2. The ⊗-operator and ⊕-operator for combining signs
⊗
+
−
0
?
⊕
+
+
−
0
?

+
−
0
?

−
+
0
?

0
0
0
0

?
?
0
?

+
−
0
?

+
?
+
?

−

0

?

?
−
−
?

+
−
0
?

?
?
?
?

Given: A qualitative probabilistic network and an evidence node e.
Output: Sign of the influence of e on each node in the network.
Data structures:
{ In each of the nodes
sign ch; // sign of change
sign evs; // sign of evidential support }
Main program:
for each node n in the network do ch := ’0;
Propagate-Sign ( φ , e, e, ’+);
Recursive procedure for sign propagation:
{ trail // visited nodes,
from // sender of the message,
to
// recipient of the message,
sign // sign of influence from from to to }
Propagate-Sign (trail, from, to, sign)
begin
// exit if already made the update
if to.ch = sign ⊕ to.ch then exit;
to.ch := sign ⊕ to.ch; // update the sign of to
trail := trail ∪ to;
// add to to the set of visited nodes
for each n in the Markov blanket* of to do
begin
s := sign of the arc;
// direct or intercausal
sn := n.ch;
// current sign of n
if the arc to n is active and n ∉ trail and sn ≠ to.ch ⊗ s then
Propagate-Sign (trail, to, n, to.ch ⊗ s)
end
end
*The Markov blanket of a variable A includes the parents of A, the children of A and the variables sharing a child
with A.

Figure 21-3. The qualitative sign propagation algorithm

For each node a sign is determined indicating the direction of change in
the node’s probabilities occasioned by the new observation given all
previous ones. Initially, all node signs equal ‘0’. For the newly observed
node, an appropriate sign is entered, that is, either a ‘+’ for the observed
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value ‘over-expressed’ or a ‘−’ for the value ‘under-expressed’. The node
updates its sign and subsequently sends a message to each neighbor that is
not independent of the observed node. The sign of each message becomes
the sign product (⊗) of its previous sign and the sign of the arc it traverses.
Each message keeps a list of the nodes it has visited and its origin so it can
avoid visiting any node more than once. Each message travels on one
evidential trail. Each node, on receiving a message, updates its own sign
with the sign sum (⊕) of itself and the sign of the message. Then it passes a
copy of the message to all unvisited neighbors that need to update their
signs. A sketch of the sign propagation algorithm is presented in Figure 3.
With this sign propagation algorithm, we can achieve the following two
basic reasoning capabilities:
(1) Deriving transitive relations: to assess the transitive influence of
entity a to entity b, we assign a positive sign to node a (over-expression in a)
and propagate the sign using the presented algorithm. The resulting sign of
entity b specifies the transitive regulatory relation between a and b (+ for
activation, − for inhibition, 0 for no effect, and ? for an uncertain relation).
Because of the symmetric property of the sign product (⊗) and sign sum (⊕)
operations, if we assigned a negative sign to node a, the sign that b will
receive after propagation will be – for activation, + for inhibition, 0 for no
effect, and ? for an uncertain relation. Thus the transitive relation between a
and b is not dependent on what sign we assign to a.
(2) Simulating the expression levels of hidden biological entities based
on expression levels of observed genes: given the signs of a set of nodes in
the network, we can propagate the sign of each node throughout the entire
network and aggregate the multiple effects on the nodes with unknown signs
to obtain the simulated signs of these nodes under this condition.
The knowledge network obtained from the literature typically needs
refinement before it can be represented as a QPN. We might get multiple
(and contradictory) relations between two biological entities from the
literature. In our current study our network representation does not include a
relation between these two biological entities. For such relations to be
included, expert validation is required to resolve the contradiction. Cycles
could also appear in the knowledge network from the literature, which
violate the acyclic characteristics of a QPN. Although such cycles rarely
occurred in our experiments, principled approaches need to be developed to
resolve this issue in future research.
B. Joint Learning Algorithms Based on Bayesian Networks and
Qualitative Probabilistic Networks
Leveraging the two reasoning capabilities of the QPN formalism, we
propose two joint learning approaches to combining known genetic
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interactions with microarray experiment data for learning regulatory
networks.
Transitive Effect Approach: The transitive effect approach derives
transitive influences among the overlapping genes based on the knowledge
network. The derived transitive influences are then incorporated into the
Bayesian network learning process as known relations. In the current study
we have employed a simple approach to incorporate the derived transitive
relations. These relations were treated as if they were direct relations
documented in the literature. More advanced incorporation approaches could
be developed to better accommodate the stochastic and unreliable nature of
the derived transitive relations.
Synthesized Expression Approach: The synthesized expression approach
simulates the “expression” data of the biological entities in the knowledge
network based on the observed expression levels of the genes in the overlap
set. The sign propagation algorithm is used to derive the synthesized
observations. For each observation, the overlapping genes are assigned the
values corresponding to their observed expression levels in the microarray
data (+ for over-expression, – for under-expression, and 0 for no change in
expression level). The sign propagation algorithm is used to determine the
sign of the remaining nodes in the knowledge network by aggregating the
influences from each of the nodes in the overlap set. The derived signs of
these nodes give their synthesized expression data for that specific sample.
Since the synthesized expression data are derived directly from the
propagated signs based on the QPN model, the derived synthesized
expression data conform exactly to the QPN model from the existing
knowledge. This set of synthesized expression data is then combined with
the original expression data to form an enhanced gene (biological entity)
expression dataset. Bayesian network learning is then applied on this
enhanced data set with the relations in the knowledge network as given.
4.2.3

Experimental Results

In the experimental study we compared the learning results obtained
using only the observed expression data to results obtained through learning
with the transitive effect and synthesized expression approaches. The
approach of directly incorporating known interactions was not considered
because of the limited overlap problem exhibited in our data. Evaluation of
the learned genetic regulatory relations is always a weak point of this type of
research due to the lack of a set of good new hypotheses as the benchmark
for comparison. In our study we employed domain experts to assess the
interestingness of the learned regulatory relations as potential hypotheses.
The evaluation results showed that both joint learning approaches had
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improved the quality of learned regulatory networks as compared to learning
without any prior knowledge. In particular, compared with learning without
prior knowledge, the transitive effect approach generated a small number of
additional relations surrounding the overlapping genes with high percentages
of interesting relations, while the synthesized expression approach enabled
the incorporation of large-scale existing knowledge into the learning process
and generation of large numbers of additional, reasonably accurate
regulatory relations.

5.

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter we reviewed the field of joint learning research in
biomedical domains. We presented two case studies on two representative
joint learning tasks, protein function classification and regulatory network
learning. These two studies involved a wide range of biological data and
existing knowledge and two important algorithmic frameworks for joint
learning, the kernel-based framework and probabilistic graphical models.
Throughout our review and the two case studies we have been emphasizing
the importance of data representation for joint learning research. To a certain
extent, identifying the appropriate computable data representation is the
most critical step in conducting joint learning research. With properly
chosen data representations, joint learning problems may be transformed into
formulations that can be solved by existing algorithms.
One critical challenge for joint learning research is to develop
meaningful and scalable evaluation methods. Many learning tasks in joint
learning are difficult to evaluate due to the lack of appropriate comparison
benchmarks. Biological experiments that are specifically designed for data
mining and machine learning purposes may need to be conducted to provide
biologically-founded validation. The joint learning community also needs to
address the general critiques of the biological foundation for combining
various types of data and knowledge for learning. Typical machine learning
validation approaches do not provide explanations for the learning
performance improvements that result from the use of different types of data.
This kind of explanation is crucial if biologists are to understand and utilize
the learning results. Close collaboration with domain experts and formal
studies justifying the underlying joint learning processes are needed.
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. What are the advantages of joint learning from multiple types of data?
What are the potential problems of learning jointly from multiple types
of data?
2. What biological questions, other than those mentioned in this chapter,
can be appropriately addressed using joint learning algorithms?
3. What are additional types of data and knowledge can be utilized to
improve prediction of the protein function classification? What
meaningful kernel representations can be used for these data and
knowledge?
4. Which types of genomic or proteomic data can be used for learning
regulatory networks? What are the limitations of using microarray data to
infer regulatory networks?
5. What are the potential problems of representing known genetic
interactions documented in the literature or stored in the genetic
interaction databases as binary relations in the form of “gene A activates
gene B?” How could this simple representation be enhanced to capture
additional information? What computational problems will be introduced
by these representational enhancements?

